
Station Area Advisory Group (SAAG)  
MEETING #6

Monday, July 9, 2018 | 6-9pm



Meeting Agenda 
1. Welcome and Introductions

2. Review of SAAG Meeting #5 Summary Notes

3. Engagement Process Updates 

4. “TED” Talk

5. Solution Group Report Backs:
a. Parks, Public Space, Sustainability, and Neighborhood Quality of Life 

b. Transportation, Access, and Traffic 

c. Land Use and Urban Design

6. Public Comment

7. Upcoming Meeting Schedule



SAAG Group Agreements 
• Recognize that one person speaks at a time and all others are active listeners

• Allow everyone the opportunity to speak and share their ideas 

• Build and maintain safe space – we will not tolerate attacks on individuals, 
institutions or perspectives 

• Put yourself in each others shoes - respect each other, seek to understand 
diverse viewpoints and ask questions for clarification 

• Be open minded and allow your perspective to evolve based on the other’s ideas 
and opinions 

• Represent the diverse community - not all community members are represented 
at the table



SAAG Group Agreements 

• No “got you” moments – keep interactions positive and encouraging

• Accept that conflicting opinions and disagreements are natural and to be 
expected

• Work to find common ground and solutions where everyone can win – the best 
outcomes will incorporate a range of perspectives 

• Recognize the intent is to move toward solutions or desired outcomes 

• Work together to think big about the project and create an innovative and 
forward-thinking project

• Have fun and make new friends 



II. Review of SAAG #5
Summary Notes



SAAG #5 Meeting Takeaways
TED Talks:

• SAAG members presented on their organization’s mission, and their fears and aspirations for the 

Diridon Station Area.

• Most focused on or discussed HOUSING – including rising home prices, varying views on 

gentrification, vulnerability of east side residents, and the overall need for more affordable 

housing at all income levels.

• Additional topics included: historic preservation, Los Gatos Creek Trail and daylighting, Guadalupe 

River Park, the role of San Jose State University, characteristics of a livable neighborhood, regional 

perspectives, Community Benefits Agreements (CBAs), evaluating projects through the lens of 

providing dignity for working families, and potential impacts of High Speed Rail on the Gardner 

Neighborhood.



SAAG #5 Meeting Takeaways
Housing Solution Group Preliminary Report-back:

• The Housing Solution Group has identified key issues and a preliminary list of strategies for 

increasing affordable housing and addressing displacement.

• The discussion with the entire SAAG members provided important feedback and questions for the 

Housing Solution Group to consider at its third meeting on July 10th.



III.  Engagement Process
Updates



IV. TED Talk
(postponed)



V. Report Backs



Solution Group Report-Backs

• The following slides provide an overview of the Solution Group 
discussions, based on the meeting summaries that staff prepared and that 
group members reviewed. 

• The purpose of the report-backs is to enhance a shared understanding of 
the key issues, desired outcomes, and potential solutions for each topic 
area.

• We encourage you to discuss overlap between topic areas, ask questions, 
and share your perspectives and expertise.

• We are not asking for consensus, but try to look for commonalities, in 
addition to any tension points that need further exploration.



Parks, Public Space, Sustainability, 
and Neighborhood Quality of Life 



Overall themes:

• There is a cohesive and holistic, not piecemeal, approach to public realm over 
the entire area.

• Public spaces are safe, connected, attractive, usable, activated, inviting, and 
accessible to all.

• Issues/problems are turned into innovative solutions, and new strategies are 
developed for problematic/unsafe areas (including “dead zones” of 
inactivity).

• Diridon Station becomes a dynamic, world-class regional hub, connected 
seamlessly to a thriving protected open space network, welcoming for all.

Parks Solution Group



Parks and Open Spaces:
• Includes innovative range of space types (pocket parks, rooftops, plazas, linear parks, etc.)
• Well-designed, well–maintained, iconic, playful, and unique

Connections and Trails:
• A range of desirable bike/pedestrian options, including off-street trails and multi-purpose 

“green fingers”
• Connect to Downtown, Willow Glen, and the regional park/preserved open space network 
• Guadalupe River and Los Gatos Creek trails become “jewels” within the open space system

Public Art and Heritage:
• Public art and historic/heritage resources (i.e., heritage oak trees, significant structures, 

signage from local businesses) are comprehensively integrated into design from the beginning
• Some artwork is permanent, while some changes
• Historic populations are acknowledged and respected (e.g., Ohlone, significant figures)

Parks Solution Group: Desired Outcomes



Impacts to Existing Neighborhoods:

• Appropriate interface between higher density new housing and existing neighborhoods

• Solutions for noise pollution

• Early activations throughout the developing area, both temporary and permanent

• Mitigation for increased traffic impacts from more development and transit service

• Collaboration on new modal strategies (scooters, bike share, etc.)

Funding & Partnership Strategies:

• Create strong partnerships with the existing neighborhoods

• Leverage existing neighborhood involvement and volunteers, starting now

• Seek bigger partners: corporate and philanthropic

Parks Solution Group: Desired Outcomes



Top 5 “Major Capital” solutions:

1. Include a Diridon Central Plaza as a signature plaza destination (more than just a drop-
off), located on Santa Clara Street with late night activities, food trucks, entertainment, 
outdoor dining, pre- and post-event gathering for SAP center, and other active uses

2. Connect the Guadalupe River and Los Gatos Creek trail system as it goes under 280 
so pedestrians and bikers can cross in a safe manner; integrate with Three Creeks trail 
systems

3. Daylight Los Gatos Creek

4. Provide better connections so residents can get to the many existing parks and open 
spaces that already exist nearby, overcome existing barriers and isolation

5. Make the 280/Bird overpass safer for walkers and bikers, including children

Parks Solution Group: Potential Solutions



Top 4 “Nearer-term” solutions:

1. Save/showcase neon and historic signs from local businesses (late 40’s-early 70’s) in the Diridon 
Area

2. Improve key pedestrian/bicycle connections (e.g. create inviting, well-lit, pedestrian/bike 
connections under 87 freeway to Children’s Discovery Museum) 

3. Employ early activation and programming for residents throughout the planning and 
construction phases (e.g., pop-up retail, food trucks, social/educational events, kids activities, 
signage and VR experiences to learn about history and future development plans)  Target 
activation of spaces that are currently problematic or “dead zones”

4. Compile comprehensive list of historic resources in the Diridon Area

Parks Solution Group: Potential Solutions



Top 9 Guiding Principles for Designing New Development:
1. Design all streets as “Complete Streets” with multi-modal connections for bikes/pedestrians and 

traffic calming
2. Restore and creatively re-use other historic resources
3. Comprehensively integrate public art into design from the beginning into buildings, streets, and 

open spaces; use public art (temporary as well as permanent) and landscaping to draw people 
along

4. Use “greenfingers” of parks and open space as catalysts for new development
5. Avoid creating “dead zones” of inactivity  fix scary, problematic spots through design of new 

development
6. Scale new development appropriately where it interfaces with existing development
7. Use neighborhoods as testbeds for new ideas
8. Ensure that new buildings provide more “eyes” on new and existing parks
9. Integrate open spaces into places where people will (and do) live and work

Parks Solution Group: Potential Solutions



Transportation, Access and Traffic 



1. Many more people walk and bike to get around in the Diridon Station Area.

2. There is good mobility and access for all demographics (e.g. age, ability, etc.).

3. Intersections are crossable and safe for children.

4. The parking supply is just enough to meet demand, even as demand evolves overtime.

5. There is good traffic flow with reasonable wait times during peak times.

6. Public transit is convenient, affordable, frequent, and inter-connected.

7. There is good east-west and north-south connectivity through the station area for all 
modes.

8. Impacts on neighborhoods from construction and traffic are minimized.

Transportation Solution Group: Desired Outcomes



Transportation Solution Group: Potential Solutions

Bike/Pedestrian Connectivity:

• Separate pedestrians/bicyclists from cars

• Complete and connect the trail system

• Construct wide sidewalks 

• Create a vibrant pedestrian retail experience

• Provide protected bike lanes

• Provide ample bike parking that is secure, convenient, and easy to use

• Design pedestrian and bicycle facilities to have good lighting and safety features, thinking about 
the user experience

• Consider emerging and future transportation modes (e.g. electric scooters)



Intersections/Safety:

• Make intersections crossable and safe for children 

• Provide safe routes to school

• Address problems with the Bird/280 intersection: a pedestrian bridge may or may not be a good 
solution; consider cap and cover

Parking:

• Right-size the parking supply, utilizing good data to predict demand overtime

• Identify the “untapped” supply of parking (e.g. in nearby condo buildings), and encourage or 
require shared parking arrangements so all parking is used more efficiently

• Design parking structure for future adaptive re-use (“future-proofing”) and to be hidden and 
aesthetically pleasing

• Increase the cost of parking to discourage driving

Transportation Solution Group: Potential Solutions



Traffic Congestion and Circulation:

• Minimize traffic congestion in the near-term, during construction, and long-term at full build-out

o Consider that traffic congestion may be good because it will cause behavioral changes and 
encourage people to travel using other modes

• Consider the capacity needs of Bird/Autumn/Montgomery

• Utilize Transportation Demand Management (TDM) tools and strategies 

• Ensure that traffic signals are “smart”/programmed efficiently for reasonable delays

• Utilize signage/way-finding to encourage bike/ped activity, and also to direct traffic

• Increase housing supply (thereby decreasing the number of commuters coming in and out of the 
city)

Transportation Solution Group: Potential Solutions



East/West and North/South Connectivity:

• Raise tracks to allow people to cross beneath, enhancing circulation through the station area

• Ensure through-station bike access (without the need to walk bikes through)

• Provide a network of trails, paseos, and sidewalks that connect to the Downtown core

Transit:

• Provide frequent, convenient, safe, and affordable public transit

• Expand bus, light rail, and Caltrain service

• Cooperate across agencies to ensure seamless, user-friendly connections between modes at the 
platforms and stations (e.g. form a Joint-Powers Board for governance)

Transportation Solution Group: Potential Solutions



Neighborhood Impacts:

• Discourage traffic congestion from off-loading to neighborhood streets, especially considering 
that apps like Waze direct traffic through neighborhoods

• Discourage parking along neighborhood streets

• Design High Speed Rail infrastructure so that no houses are lost

Transportation Solution Group: Potential Solutions



Land Use and Urban Design 



• The area should be a vibrant, walkable neighborhood with a coherent development 
pattern.

• The unique characteristics, character, and identity of the Diridon area are preserved. 

• The Diridon area should be an extension of the Downtown core, rather than a separate 
district. 

• The design of the area is human scale.

Land Use Solution Group: Desired Outcomes



Land Use:

• Develop a range of commercial, office, and residential uses to allow people to live, work, shop, and 
play within the Diridon area

• Prohibit the creation of insular tech campuses where employees do not leave the buildings

• Include mixed use with ground floor retail (where appropriate) to support local businesses

• Do not over-require retail within the Station Area

• Attempt to match new housing with the needs of new workers anticipated in the Diridon area, with 
respect to affordability, size, amenities, etc. 

• Update the DSAP to reflect the vision and ideas developed by the SAAG and the plans for the area 
that develop from this process

• Capture any added value resulting from zoning changes that increase the development potential

Land Use Solution Group: Potential Solutions



Urban Design:

• Create an interesting and attractive pedestrian experience, with varied architecture and usable 
public spaces 

• Maximize east-west connectivity, circulation capacity for people, and pedestrian accessibility (e.g., 
trail connections, walkable block sizes, etc.)

• Orient development towards Los Gatos Creek and Guadalupe River Park 

• Consider more flexible design standards to encourage creative and innovative features with respect 
to signage, art, sidewalk amenities, and architecture

• Integrate art early on into the building and development design process

Building Heights: 

• Balance between maximizing development potential and creating a varied roofline

• Require articulation in roof design

Land Use Solution Group: Potential Solutions



Parking:

• Ensure that parking is not a visually prominent aspect of the built environment

• Minimize the amount of land dedicated to single-use parking

• To the greatest extent feasible, parking should be located below ground

• Design parking structures for visual interest, efficiency, and potential for adaptive re-use

• Create a parking district and/or shared use agreements; develop regulatory solutions on shared 
parking in advance of development proposals

• Recognize the existing parking strategies in the DSAP, which are the result of a long process and 
stakeholder engagement

• Relax/reduce parking standards to promote transit-oriented development; adjust ratios to the 
specific user

Land Use Solution Group: Potential Solutions



Historic Preservation:

• Conduct a historic resources inventory to help determine which features of the built environment 
should be preserved, revitalized, re-purposed, and/or commemorated

• Use inventory to plan proactively

• Address both “cultural” resources and those that are formally considered historic under CEQA

Land Use Solution Group: Potential Solutions



Impacts of Development and Transit Projects:

• Require that Google or the City conduct an equity analysis to understand the impacts of 
development on different populations and geographies within the City

o Estimate how many Google employees would live in the Diridon area v. other parts of San Jose v. 
commute from other cities

o Analyze demographics of existing and future residents and businesses during this process

o Determine needs for school access and childcare

• Mitigate the impacts of airport noise on uses in the Diridon station area

• Consider construction impacts on neighbors

• Continue to monitor the High Speed Rail project and alignment through neighborhoods with goal 
of minimizing displacement and isolation

Land Use Solution Group: Potential Solutions



VI.  Public Comment



VII.  Upcoming Meeting Schedule



PHASE 1
Issues + Opportunities

PHASE 2
Preliminary Concepts

PHASE 3
Proposed Concept

Community Forums #1 - #4

Launch Project Website Community Surveys

Community Open House

Orientation City Planning 
Context

Walking tours of Station Area Pop-up Workshops Comprehensive Report

Vision and
Opportunities

#2#1 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9

Transit & 
TED Talks

Housing 
+ Jobs/Ed

Parks, Transit 
+ Land Use

TED Talks 
+ Housing 

Google Early 
Design

Key Themes + 
Potential Solutions 

Review 
Draft Report

Stakeholder MeetingsSolution Group Meetings on Key Topics



SAAG Meeting Schedule
Meeting Topic Date

Housing 
Solution
Group #3

Discuss full list of potential solutions and prioritization July 10th

SAAG 
Meeting #7

Results and report back from Solution Groups and discussion:
• Housing, Displacement, and Gentrification
• Jobs, Education, and Economic development

August 13th

SAAG 
Meeting #8

Summary of public feedback

Discuss all key issues, desired outcomes, and list of potential solutions

August 29th

SAAG 
Meeting #9

Review and discuss Draft Report of the engagement process

Next steps, including Diridon Station Integrated Concept Plan

(Mid Sept) 
TBD



Written Public Comments

• Written Comments: Public or SAAG members may provide written comments 
that will be distributed to SAAG members.
o Those received will be included in the packet prior to meetings
o Send comments to: 

Lori Severino
City of San Jose Office of Economic Development
200 E. Santa Clara St., 17th Floor, San Jose, CA 95113
Lori.severino@sanjoseca.gov

• Public Comment at Each Meeting: Public comment will be provided at each 
meeting after the presentation and discussion of the SAAG.

mailto:Tara.Reid@sanjoseca.gov


Thank You!

Stay Tuned: 
For upcoming public events, look for email updates from Lori and 

check out www.diridonsj.org

http://www.diridonsj.org/
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